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Central America 

Costa Rica is disappointing, while El 
Salvador is moving on 
• Strategy: Switch out of Costa Rica (UW) 2023s, 2025s into El Salvador (OW) 2025s, 

2027s. 

• Initial expectations that the new government of Carlos Alvarado in Costa Rica could 
get its fiscal reform approved by October of this year are fading. Furthermore, there 
are increasing risks that the government could conform to a watered-down version 
that could deliver up to 0.8pp of GDP less than initially expected. Such efforts would 
be insufficient to solve the urgent fiscal situation. 

• Negotiations are undergoing with the opposition mainly to reinsert taxation on 
basic goods. But public rejection of fiscal packages is increasing and could 
undermine political support for the project in the Assembly. Unions have called for a 
national strike next Monday.       

• Meanwhile, the public deficit continues to widen and is expected to end 2018 at 
7.1% of GDP, from 6.3% in 2017. The central bank has warned that without reform, 
the public debt could reach more than 70% of GDP in 2022 from the current 55%. 

• The government has also submitted a request for an extraordinary budget approval 
since the current budget does not include some short-term debt issued at the end 
of last year.   

• In El Salvador, focus is on the presidential elections to be held in February 2019. Poll 
leader and self-described political outsider Nayib Bukele accomplished his 
registration in the last minute at the end of July as he formalized an alliance with the 
GANA party. The opponents from the traditional parties will be Carlos Calleja from 
ARENA, who is generally perceived as the most market-friendly candidate, and 
Hugo Martinez from FMLN.  

• Campaigning will start in October. We expect more clarity on candidates’ agendas as 
they develop, and there is much time for preferences to move. For instance, there is 
uncertainty on how recent corruption scandals from former President Saca could affect 
the campaigns, while Bukele might lose support due to accusations of embezzlement. 

• In the meantime, the Sanchez Ceren administration continues to pursue new 
issuance of USD3,200mn in bonds. Those resources would be used to meet short- 
and medium-term debt obligations. This could advance in the next couple of weeks, 
but first, a compromise on a new fiscal responsibility law is needed. We believe that 
the government and other political forces continue to have a strong conviction that 
this issue should be sorted out before the elections. In the meantime, the 
government might spend more on the electoral season.   
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Switch out of Costa Rica 23s, 25s into El Salvador 25s, 27s  
Credit Strategy: The initial expectations that Costa Rica’s (UW) new administration, led by 
Carlos Alvarado, could push through quick approval of the fiscal reform have been fading, 
and the tax reform bill is being watered down. Indeed, even if the reform is passed in its 
current form, the fiscal path remains challenging. Just part of this expected deterioration is 
priced in; however, we think that it puts Costa Rica in a vulnerable position amid challenging 
EM markets. Meanwhile, we think that El Salvador (OW) is likely to deliver on the liability 
management transaction proposed by the executive branch. The proposed transaction aims 
to take out ES 2019s and 2023s. We believe that the El Salvador curve would benefit if the 
transaction is approved by the National Assembly. Moreover, we believe that front-end (ES 
2019s and 2023s) and belly bonds (ES 2025s and 2027s) would benefit disproportionally. 
We recommend switching out of Costa Rica 2023 and 2025s into El Salvador 2025s and 
2027s. February’s presidential elections are still too far out to be a factor, and Bukele 
economic views are still unclear. 

Costa Rica: It was easy to say, hard to implement  
The initial estimate for the fiscal reform was that it could increase revenues by 1.9% of GDP, 
due mainly to the transformation of a sales tax to a VAT at a 13% rate, with some 
differentiation in private services and basic goods at 4%, and a new global income tax. 
Nevertheless, after different modifications, it is now estimated to increase fiscal revenues only 
1.1% of GDP. The government is trying to fix the project, but as time passes and progress 
does not materialize, expectations that the final reform could come out in the next months 
diminishes. In addition, even if it is approved, it might be insufficient to stabilize public debt. 

The challenges started in May of this year, when the newly elected congress started its 
session. The lawmakers asked to review again the fiscal reform and asked for modifications. 
The new government decided to send a first replacement to the fiscal text, trying to gather 
support from the opposition. This text reduced the VAT on basic goods to 2% from 4% and 
made some adjustments in the global income tax. In sum, this represented about 0.2pp of 
GDP less from tax collection. Nevertheless, despite those efforts, the project was rejected by 
the legislative commission. Then, the government conceded more and reduced the VAT 
rate on private education and health services to 2% from 4%, which could cost up to 0.3pp 
of GDP. This new text was approved by the Commission at the beginning of August, but 

Expectations for approval of 
the fiscal reform this year have 
been diminishing   

FIGURE 1 
Switch out of Costa Rica ‘23s, ‘25s into El Salvador ‘25s, ‘27s 

 
FIGURE 2 
Costar and El Salvador have both underperformed CAC peers 

  

 

  Source: Bloomberg, Barclays Research  Source: Bloomberg, Barclays Research * Jamaica, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Dominican Republic    
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along with almost 900 motions to modify it. Since then, motions to give full tax exemption 
status to basic goods and private education services have been approved. This trimmed 
almost another 0.3pp of GDP from the revenues expected from the reform. 436 other 
pending motions could subtract another 0.1pp (Figure 1). 

Following that exemption, the government threatened to cancel the fiscal project in order to 
negotiate further with legislators. In the end, they decided to continue to discuss this in the 
plenary of the legislative and are evaluating options to include again at least the tax on basic 
goods, potentially with a devolution system to the poorest people following a proposal from 
a lawmaker from the opposition. In fact, the government has reached an agreement to put 
to a vote in the legislature the reincorporation of this tax, but at a rate of 1%. This could 
increase about 0.1pp the current estimate from the fiscal reform.   

Any change in the reform needs to be approved by the fiscal commission with five of nine 
votes and then be approved in the plenary with the support of 29 of 57 lawmakers. The official 
party, PAC, has only 10 seats, so it needs its usual alliances with PLN and PUSC, which have 
nine and 17 votes, respectively, to move forward with its proposals. Nevertheless, internal 
division among those parties has emerged regarding the reintegration of the exempted taxes, 
and the PRN, the main opposition to the project, has 14 seats. The project could lose support 
in the Assembly as the popular opposition increases. Recently, diverse unions in Costa Rica 
held a national strike against the fiscal measures on September 10. It was held amid large 
public demonstrations and affected mainly government services.  

The initial timeline for the fiscal reform – a first debate before September ends and approval by 
October of this year – has started to seem unfeasible, and risks that the project could be pushed 
into 2019 have increased. Another major risk is that the government could accept the watered-
down version in order to get something approved this year and be able to access international 
markets this year or potential loans from the IMF or the World Bank. In any case, the persistent 
vulnerability of the fiscal accounts will likely continue to put pressure on President Alvarado. 

Overall, the current project represents fresh resources of only about 1.1% of GDP, which, 
along with the savings announced at the beginning of the administration and a new public 
employee law, would represent an improvement in the deficit of only about 2.2% of GDP by 
2022, well below the minimum of 3% sought by the administration and recommended by 
the IMF. Meanwhile, the fiscal deficit continues to widen, as it reached 3.3% of GDP this 
year up to June, the highest in recent years (Figure 4), and is expected by the central bank to 

FIGURE 3 
Resources expected from the fiscal reform have decreased; 
the current expectation is 1.1%  

 
FIGURE 4 
The fiscal deficit reported for this year up to July 2018 is the 
highest in recent years, as interest payments are increasing  

 

 

 
Source: Ministry of Finance, Barclays Research  Source: Ministry of Finance, Barclays Research 
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end 2018 at 7.1% of GDP, from 6.2% in 2017, with central government debt at 55% of GDP, 
from 34% in 2012. Furthermore, the central bank has mentioned that if any fiscal reform is 
approved, the public debt could reach 71% of GDP in 2022, while a comprehensive fiscal 
project could stabilize debt slightly above 60% of GDP.   

Last month the government also requested an extraordinary budget of C$600,000mn, about 
1.7% of GDP, to address short-term debt payments. The new administration explained that 
the previous government issued short-term debt after the fiscal budget for this year was 
approved, so it was not included. Minister of Finance Rocio Aguilar even said that for June, July 
and August, the government had to make payments outside of the approved budget since it 
was not in a position to meet its obligations on debt payments. That declaration raised some 
concerns about the legality of those actions, but whether the issue can be investigated 
remains unclear. Meanwhile, the extraordinary budget was already approved by the fiscal 
commission on August 21 and could be voted before mid-September. The ministry has also 
warned that it could present another request for an extraordinary budget of C$300,000mn 
(0.9% of GDP), due to lower tax revenue than expected.    

El Salvador: Bukele is in, but so is the government  
After some drama, the popular former mayor of San Salvador, Nayib Bukele, managed to 
register as a presidential candidate with the GANA party. This was his only option after the 
party he founded, New Ideas, could not register in time for primary elections, while his first 
option to make an alliance, the CD party, had his registration stripped after a verdict from 
the Supreme Courte and the Electoral Court. The next elections will likely be a race between 
Bukele; businessman Carlos Calleja, who is ARENA’s candidate; and Hugo Martinez, the 
candidate from the official party FMLN.  

The latest poll from the University of Francisco Gavidia (UFG) conducted between August 
18 and 22 showed that Bukele continues to lead. He reached 37.7% of preferences, while 
Calleja has 23%. Far back in third place is Martinez with 10%. A minor candidate, Josue 
Alvarado, from the VAMOS party, is in fourth place with 2%. Finally, about 26% said they do 
not know how they will vote. Nonetheless, this poll indicates that there could be a second 
round of elections since Bukele would fail to achieve more than 50% of the votes.  

Bukele defines himself as an outsider to the political system, but his economic agenda is 
unclear. Furthermore, despite being perceived to be on the left of the political spectrum, his 
alliance with GANA, a right-wing party, could make the construction of a common agenda 
difficult, especially on fiscal terms. Meanwhile, Calleja, who is generally perceived as the 

The government has also 
requested an extraordinary 
budget to meet short-term 
local debt  

Bukele made it onto the final 
ticket ahead of the presidential 
elections 

FIGURE 5 
Latest presidential poll from UFG (Aug 2018) 

 FIGURE 6 
Electoral calendar ahead 
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most market-friendly candidate, is also perceived as the most competitive candidate to run 
against Bukele. This follows the good performance of ARENA in the past legislative 
elections, in March 2018, when it won a plurality with 39 seats of 84 members.  

With still a long way to go before the elections, agendas from the candidates should be 
better known as the campaigns start in October. Furthermore, preferences could be affected 
by potential developments on the corruption scandals after former President Antonio Saca 
pleaded guilty at the beginning of August to embezzling hundreds of millions of dollars in 
public funds during his 2004-2009 government. The resurgence of this case could play a 
major role in campaigns, but it is not clear who would benefit the most. Saca was president 
while a member of ARENA, although he was expelled from it in 2009. He then founded 
GANA, which currently is in alliance with Bukele. 

Meanwhile, the Sanchez Ceren administration continues to pursue new issuance of bonds 
of USD3,200mn. The transaction would be used to meet $800mn of LETES (short-term 
debt) obligations and the rest to swap seven bonds that mature between 2019 and 2024 
(local and external law). The administration has been optimistic and recently mentioned 
that it expects to advance on this topic with the legislature in the next three weeks, just 
before elections kick off. However, members from ARENA warned that this discussion will 
not progress until the government submits new reforms to the fiscal responsibility law 
following the adjustment to the new calculation of GDP. The government mentioned that 
those reforms could be presented in a matter of days. Failure to deliver could compromise 
the new financing plans. However, we believe that the government and the opposition 
forces have the incentive to sort out the public finance outlook for the coming months, as 
the government also is spending more on the electoral season. In that sense, it seems that 
the political outlook has not changed the consensus on strengthening public finances in the 
short term.  

 

 

 

 

   

Agendas and preferences 
could move as campaigns start 
in October, with corruption 
scandals likely taking center 
stage 

New issuance to re-finance 
debt remains on the 
government’s agenda 
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published thereafter. 
 
For all High Yield issuers (excluding those covered in EEMEA or Latin America), the credit rating system is based on the analyst's view of the expected total 
returns over a six-month period of the rated debt security relative to the expected total return of the relevant sector, as specified on the report. 
 
Overweight (OW): The analyst expects the six-month total return of the debt security subject to this rating to exceed the six-month expected total return 
of the relevant sector. 
Market Weight (MW): The analyst expects the six-month total return of the debt security subject to this rating to be in line with the six-month expected 
total return of the relevant sector. 
Underweight (UW): The analyst expects the six-month total return of the rated debt security subject to this rating to be less than the six-month expected 
total return of the relevant sector. 
Rating Suspended (RS): The rating has been suspended temporarily due to market events that make coverage impracticable or to comply with applicable 
regulations and/or firm policies in certain circumstances including where the Investment Bank of Barclays Bank PLC is acting in an advisory capacity in a 
merger or strategic transaction involving the company. 
Coverage Suspended (CS): Coverage of this issuer has been temporarily suspended.  
Not Covered (NC): Barclays’ fundamental credit research team does not provide formal, continuous coverage of this issuer and has not assigned a rating 
to the issuer or its debt securities. Any analysis, opinion or trade recommendation provided on a Not Covered issuer or its debt securities is valid only as of 
the publication date of this report and there should be no expectation that additional reports relating to the Not Covered issuer or its debt securities will be 
published thereafter. 
 
Where a recommendation is made at the issuer level, it does not apply to any sanctioned securities, where trading in such securities would be prohibited 
under applicable law, including sanctions laws and regulations. 
 
*In EEMEA and Latin America (and in certain other limited instances in other regions), analysts may occasionally rate issuers that are not part of the 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Credit Index, the Bloomberg Barclays Pan-European Credit Index, the Bloomberg Barclays EM Asia USD High Grade Credit Index 
or Bloomberg Barclays EM USD Corporate and Quasi Sovereign Index. In such cases the rating will reflect the analyst’s view of the expected excess return 
over a six-month period of the issuer’s corporate debt securities relative to the expected excess return of the relevant sector, as specified on the report. 
 
Distribution of ratings assigned by Barclays Corporate Credit Research at the bond level: 
26% have been assigned an Overweight rating which, for purposes of mandatory regulatory disclosures, is classified as a Buy rating; 59% of bonds with 
this rating category are investment banking clients of the Firm; 68% of the issuers with this rating have received financial services from the Firm. 
50% have been assigned Market Weight rating which, for purposes of mandatory regulatory disclosures, is classified as a Hold rating; 55% of bonds with 
this rating category are investment banking clients of the Firm; 73% of the issuers with this rating have received financial services from the Firm. 
24% have been assigned an Underweight rating which, for purposes of mandatory regulatory disclosures, is classified as a Sell rating; 45% of bonds with 
this rating category are investment banking clients of the Firm; 72% of the issuers with this rating have received financial services from the Firm. 
 
Explanation of the Barclays EM Sovereign Credit Issuer Rating System 
Overweight (OW): 
The analyst expects the three-month excess return of the country’s index eligible bonds to exceed the three-month excess return of the Bloomberg 
Barclays EM USD Sovereign Index. 



 

 

Market Weight (MW):  
The analyst expects the three-month excess return of the country’s index eligible bonds to be in line with the three-month excess return of the Bloomberg 
Barclays EM USD Sovereign Index. 
Underweight (UW): 
The analyst expects the three-month excess return of the country’s index eligible bonds to be less than the three-month excess return of the Bloomberg 
Barclays EM USD Sovereign Index. 
Rating Suspended (RS):  
The rating has been suspended temporarily due to market events that make coverage impracticable or to comply with applicable regulations and/or firm 
policies in certain circumstances including where the Investment Bank of Barclays Bank PLC is acting in an advisory capacity. 
 
Distribution of ratings assigned by Barclays Emerging Markets Sovereign Research at the issuer level: 
34% have been assigned an Overweight rating which, for purposes of mandatory regulatory disclosures, is classified as a Buy rating; 23% of issuers with 
this rating category are investment banking clients of the Firm; 77% of the issuers with this rating have received financial services from the Firm. 
32% have been assigned Market Weight rating which, for purposes of mandatory regulatory disclosures, is classified as a Hold rating; 25% of issuers with 
this rating category are investment banking clients of the Firm; 75% of the issuers with this rating have received financial services from the Firm. 
34% have been assigned an Underweight rating which, for purposes of mandatory regulatory disclosures, is classified as a Sell rating; 46% of issuers with 
this rating category are investment banking clients of the Firm; 92% of the issuers with this rating have received financial services from the Firm. 
 
Types of investment recommendations produced by Barclays FICC Research:  
In addition to any ratings assigned under Barclays’ formal rating systems, this publication may contain investment recommendations in the form of trade 
ideas, thematic screens, scorecards  or portfolio recommendations that have been produced by analysts in FICC Research.  Any such investment 
recommendations produced by non-Credit Research teams shall remain open until they are subsequently amended, rebalanced or closed in a future 
research report. Any such investment recommendations produced by the Credit Research teams are valid at current market conditions and may not be 
otherwise relied upon. 
 
Disclosure of other  investment recommendations produced by Barclays FICC Research: 
Barclays FICC Research may have published other investment recommendations in respect of the same securities/instruments recommended in this 
research report during the preceding 12 months. To view all  investment recommendations published by Barclays FICC Research in the preceding 12 
months please refer to https://live.barcap.com/go/research/Recommendations. 
 
Legal entities involved in producing Barclays Research:  
Barclays Bank PLC (Barclays, UK) 
Barclays Capital Inc. (BCI, US) 
Barclays Securities Japan Limited (BSJL, Japan) 
Barclays Bank PLC, Hong Kong branch (Barclays Bank, Hong Kong) 
Barclays Capital Canada Inc. (BCCI, Canada) 
Barclays Bank Mexico, S.A. (BBMX, Mexico) 
Barclays Securities (India) Private Limited (BSIPL, India) 
Barclays Bank PLC, India branch (Barclays Bank, India) 
Barclays Bank PLC, Singapore branch (Barclays Bank, Singapore) 
 
 

Disclaimer: 
This publication has been produced by Barclays Research Department in the Investment Bank of Barclays Bank PLC and/or one or more of its affiliates 
(collectively and each individually, "Barclays"). It has been distributed by one or more Barclays affiliated legal entities listed below. It is provided to our 
clients for information purposes only, and Barclays makes no express or implied warranties, and expressly disclaims all warranties of merchantability or 
fitness for a particular purpose or use with respect to any data included in this publication. To the extent that this publication states on the front page that 
it is intended for institutional investors and is not subject to all of the independence and disclosure standards applicable to debt research reports prepared 
for retail investors under U.S. FINRA Rule 2242, it is an “institutional debt research report” and distribution to retail investors is strictly prohibited. Barclays 
also distributes such institutional debt research reports to various issuers, media, regulatory and academic organisations for their own internal 
informational news gathering, regulatory or academic purposes and not for the purpose of making investment decisions regarding any debt securities. 
Media organisations are prohibited from re-publishing any opinion or recommendation concerning a debt issuer or debt security contained in any 
Barclays institutional debt research report. Any such recipients that do not want to continue receiving Barclays institutional debt research reports should 
contact debtresearch@barclays.com. Barclays will not treat unauthorized recipients of this report as its clients and accepts no liability for use by them of 
the contents which may not be suitable for their personal use. Prices shown are indicative and Barclays is not offering to buy or sell or soliciting offers to 
buy or sell any financial instrument. 
Without limiting any of the foregoing and to the extent permitted by law, in no event shall Barclays, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers, 
directors, partners, or employees have any liability for (a) any special, punitive, indirect, or consequential damages; or (b) any lost profits, lost revenue, loss 
of anticipated savings or loss of opportunity or other financial loss, even if notified of the possibility of such damages, arising from any use of this 
publication or its contents. 
Other than disclosures relating to Barclays, the information contained in this publication has been obtained from sources that Barclays Research believes 
to be reliable, but Barclays does not represent or warrant that it is accurate or complete. Barclays is not responsible for, and makes no warranties 
whatsoever as to, the information or opinions contained in any written, electronic, audio or video presentations of third parties that are accessible via a 
direct hyperlink in this publication or via a hyperlink to a third-party web site (‘Third-Party Content’). Any such Third-Party Content has not been adopted 
or endorsed by Barclays, does not represent the views or opinions of Barclays, and is not incorporated by reference into this publication. Third-Party 
Content is provided for information purposes only and Barclays has not independently verified its accuracy or completeness. 
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The views in this publication are solely and exclusively those of the authoring analyst(s) and are subject to change, and Barclays Research has no 
obligation to update its opinions or the information in this publication. Unless otherwise disclosed herein, the analysts who authored this report have not 
received any compensation from the subject companies in the past 12 months. If this publication contains recommendations, they are general 
recommendations that were prepared independently of any other interests, including those of Barclays and/or its affiliates, and/or the subject companies. 
This publication does not contain personal investment recommendations or investment advice or take into account the individual financial circumstances 
or investment objectives of the clients who receive it. The securities and other investments discussed herein may not be suitable for all investors. Barclays 
is not a fiduciary to any recipient of this publication. Investors must independently evaluate the merits and risks of the investments discussed herein, 
consult any independent advisors they believe necessary, and exercise independent judgment with regard to any investment decision. The value of and 
income from any investment may fluctuate from day to day as a result of changes in relevant economic markets (including changes in market liquidity). 
The information herein is not intended to predict actual results, which may differ substantially from those reflected. Past performance is not necessarily 
indicative of future results. 
This document is being distributed (1) only by or with the approval of an authorised person (Barclays Bank PLC) or (2) to, and is directed at (a) persons in 
the United Kingdom having professional experience in matters relating to investments and who fall within the definition of "investment professionals" in 
Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order"); or (b) high net worth companies, 
unincorporated associations and partnerships and trustees of high value trusts as described in Article 49(2) of the Order; or (c) other persons to whom it 
may otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons being "Relevant Persons"). Any investment or investment activity to which this 
communication relates is only available to and will only be engaged in with Relevant Persons. Any other persons who receive this communication should 
not rely on or act upon it. Barclays Bank PLC is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and 
the Prudential Regulation Authority and is a member of the London Stock Exchange. 
The Investment Bank of Barclays Bank PLC undertakes U.S. securities business in the name of its wholly owned subsidiary Barclays Capital Inc., a FINRA 
and SIPC member. Barclays Capital Inc., a U.S. registered broker/dealer, is distributing this material in the United States and, in connection therewith 
accepts responsibility for its contents. Any U.S. person wishing to effect a transaction in any security discussed herein should do so only by contacting a 
representative of Barclays Capital Inc. in the U.S. at 745 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York 10019. 
Non-U.S. persons should contact and execute transactions through a Barclays Bank PLC branch or affiliate in their home jurisdiction unless local 
regulations permit otherwise. 
Barclays Bank PLC, Paris Branch (registered in France under Paris RCS number 381 066 281) is regulated by the Autorité des marchés financiers and the 
Autorité de contrôle prudentiel. Registered office 34/36 Avenue de Friedland 75008 Paris. 
This material is distributed in Canada by Barclays Capital Canada Inc., a registered investment dealer, a Dealer Member of IIROC (www.iiroc.ca), and a 
Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund (CIPF). 
All Barclays research reports are distributed to institutional investors in Japan by Barclays Securities Japan Limited. Barclays Securities Japan Limited is a 
joint-stock company incorporated in Japan with registered office of 6-10-1 Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-6131, Japan. It is a subsidiary of Barclays 
Bank PLC and a registered financial instruments firm regulated by the Financial Services Agency of Japan. Registered Number: Kanto Zaimukyokucho 
(kinsho) No. 143. 
Barclays Bank PLC, Hong Kong Branch is distributing this material in Hong Kong as an authorised institution regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority. Registered Office: 41/F, Cheung Kong Center, 2 Queen's Road Central, Hong Kong. 
All Indian securities-related research and other equity research produced by Barclays’ Investment Bank are distributed in India by Barclays Securities 
(India) Private Limited (BSIPL). BSIPL is a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956 having CIN U67120MH2006PTC161063. BSIPL is 
registered and regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) as a Research Analyst: INH000001519; Portfolio Manager INP000002585; 
Stock Broker/Trading and Clearing Member: National Stock Exchange of India Limited (NSE) Capital Market INB231292732, NSE Futures & Options 
INF231292732, NSE Currency derivatives INE231450334, Bombay Stock Exchange Limited (BSE) Capital Market INB011292738, BSE Futures & Options 
INF011292738; Depository Participant (DP) with the National Securities & Depositories Limited (NSDL): DP ID: IN-DP-NSDL-299-2008; Investment 
Adviser: INA000000391. The registered office of BSIPL is at 208, Ceejay House, Shivsagar Estate, Dr. A. Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai – 400 018, India. 
Telephone No: +91 2267196000. Fax number: +91 22 67196100. Any other reports produced by Barclays’ Investment Bank are distributed in India by 
Barclays Bank PLC, India Branch, an associate of BSIPL in India that is registered with Reserve Bank of India (RBI) as a Banking Company under the 
provisions of The Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (Regn No BOM43) and registered with SEBI as Merchant Banker (Regn No INM000002129) and also as 
Banker to the Issue (Regn No INBI00000950). Barclays Investments and Loans (India) Limited, registered with RBI as Non Banking Financial Company 
(Regn No RBI CoR-07-00258), and Barclays Wealth Trustees (India) Private Limited, registered with Registrar of Companies (CIN 
U93000MH2008PTC188438), are associates of BSIPL in India that are not authorised to distribute any reports produced by Barclays’ Investment Bank. 
Barclays Bank PLC Frankfurt Branch distributes this material in Germany under the supervision of Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin). 
This material is distributed in Mexico by Barclays Bank Mexico, S.A. 
Nothing herein should be considered investment advice as defined in the Israeli Regulation of Investment Advisory, Investment Marketing and Portfolio 
Management Law, 1995 (“Advisory Law”). This document is being made to eligible clients (as defined under the Advisory Law) only. Barclays Israeli 
branch previously held an investment marketing license with the Israel Securities Authority but it cancelled such license on 30/11/2014 as it solely 
provides its services to eligible clients pursuant to available exemptions under the Advisory Law, therefore a license with the Israel Securities Authority is 
not required. Accordingly, Barclays does not maintain an insurance coverage pursuant to the Advisory Law. 
Barclays Bank PLC in the Dubai International Financial Centre (Registered No. 0060) is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA). 
Principal place of business in the Dubai International Financial Centre: The Gate Village, Building 4, Level 4, PO Box 506504, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 
Barclays Bank PLC-DIFC Branch, may only undertake the financial services activities that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA licence. Related financial 
products or services are only available to Professional Clients, as defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. 
Barclays Bank PLC in the UAE is regulated by the Central Bank of the UAE and is licensed to conduct business activities as a branch of a commercial bank 
incorporated outside the UAE in Dubai (Licence No.: 13/1844/2008, Registered Office: Building No. 6, Burj Dubai Business Hub, Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai 
City) and Abu Dhabi (Licence No.: 13/952/2008, Registered Office: Al Jazira Towers, Hamdan Street, PO Box 2734, Abu Dhabi). 
Barclays Bank PLC in the Qatar Financial Centre (Registered No. 00018) is authorised by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority (QFCRA). 
Barclays Bank PLC-QFC Branch may only undertake the regulated activities that fall within the scope of its existing QFCRA licence. Principal place of 
business in Qatar: Qatar Financial Centre, Office 1002, 10th Floor, QFC Tower, Diplomatic Area, West Bay, PO Box 15891, Doha, Qatar. Related financial 
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This material is distributed in the UAE (including the Dubai International Financial Centre) and Qatar by Barclays Bank PLC. 
This material is not intended for investors who are not Qualified Investors according to the laws of the Russian Federation as it might contain information 
about or description of the features of financial instruments not admitted for public offering and/or circulation in the Russian Federation and thus not 
eligible for non-Qualified Investors. If you are not a Qualified Investor according to the laws of the Russian Federation, please dispose of any copy of this 
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This material is distributed in Singapore by the Singapore branch of Barclays Bank PLC, a bank licensed in Singapore by the Monetary Authority of 
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